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With her trademark combination of intrigue, adventure and sensual romance, New York Times
bestselling author Janelle Taylor crafts novels that hold readers spellbound time and time
again, now, she recreates the rugged grandeur of the old southwest in her lushest, most
romantic love story yet. Feisty and beautiful Maggie Malone is determined to earn her
livelihood as a private detective--a daunting profession unheard of for a woman on her own in
the wild West. And when her stepfather asks her to help his son escape the hangman's noose
for a bank robbery he didn't commit, she rises to the challenge. The Yuma Prison break will
place Maggie's own life in jeopardy--and leave her with grave doubts about whether she's done
right or terribly wrong. . . Sworn to help clear her stepbrother's name by tracking down the men
who framed him, Maggie meets Hawk Reynolds. An ex-Texas Ranger and half-blood
Cheyenne, Hawk is on a vengeance quest to find his parents' killers--the same desperadoes
Maggie is seeking. Destiny draws Hawk and Maggie to each other and to the stirring of an
unbidden, irresistible desire. Together, they will ride into Tombstone and into a crossfire of lies,
double dealings, and searing betrayal as they search for answers that will sow the seeds of
suspicion between them--and arouse a passion fated to explode beneath the bright desert sky.
Prophecy spoken. Alliances broken. Will duty come before love? The Viking's Captive is the
exciting sequel to The Viking's Chosen by USA Today Bestseller Quinn Loftis. Torben is faced
with a terrible choice: rescue the woman he loves from the clutches of a madman, or save his
people from attack by a ruthless foreign invader. He longs to save Allete, especially since the
clan's oracle has prophesized that she will become his queen and help unite the clans. But if
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saving the princess means abandoning his clan, the choice would be unconscionable. Torben
races across land and sea on a collision course with Magnus, Allete's kidnapper and Torben's
former king. Their meeting will change the fate of Clan Hakon—either saving it from destruction
or splintering it forever. Will Torben be able to rescue Allete before Magnus' actions ruin them
all? Or will Cathal find the princesses first, enslaving them and using them for his own twisted
purposes? Swords will clash and arrows will fly before the fate of Allete and Torben is finally
decided. Novels in The Clan Hakon Series Include: The Viking's Chosen (February 12, 2018)
The Viking's Captive (November 27, 2018) The Viking's Consort (Fall 2019)
The Baltic (984-85) Ethelwulf the Wanderer and his company arrive in the court of the aged
Harald Bluetooth in Denmark. Along with the giant Thorgrim the Short, Ethelwulf is persuaded
to help a Wendish tribe plundered by the mysterious Sons of Hel. There follows the horrors of
pagan rites, the treachery of a king and then the enforced recruitment into the forces of
Styrbjorn, claimant to the Swedish throne. The attempt is a disaster and Ethelwulf has to
somehow slip away without the slur of ‘niddering’. With extensive factual End-Notes Part 5 of
a nine part series set in the 10th century Viking world. Here the background is a pagan world of
the Baltic Sea, with a divided Viking society and savage neighbours.
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The Roman Invasion of Britain from the Celts point of view. An Historical Romance, Action
Adventure set at the time of Prince Caradocus and his resistance to the Imperial Legions of
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Rome. An epic coming of age saga about two young noble Britons, Vern & Diana. Torn apart
by Tribal duty, love, war, passion and revenge as they fight not only for their lives, but for their
cultures very existence.
For two years Osric has lived a simple life, though he is feared and shunned for his mysterious
past and blood-red eye. When raiders from across the sea ransack his village, Osric finds
himself taken prisoner by their chief, Sigurd the Lucky.Immersed in
If you like Conn Iggulden, Simon Scarrow and David Gemmell, you will love this spellbinding
Viking adventure, packed with battles, blood and gore, from the Sunday Times bestselling
author of Lancelot, Giles Kristian. "An unabashed carnival of bloodletting and betrayal...Kristian
has a knack for writing real blokes living their lives, not reciting their author's research." -DAILY TELEGRAPH "A gripping tale of action and treachery which splendidly conjures up the
sounds, sights and smells of Dark Age Britain..." - HARRY SIDEBOTTOM "A powerful,
lightning-paced tale of the Norsemen in England..." - BERNARD CORNWELL "I have been
thoroughly overwhelmed by the sheer brilliance of Kristian's writing style, depth and colour of
story, meaningful characters and clever humour. I have been most definitely impressed and
have almost finished the 3rd book in the series. Time to return to the beginning and read
again." -- ***** Reader review ********************************************* SOME CALLED THEM
WOLVES OF THE SEA. OTHERS SIMPLY CALLED THEM VIKINGS. For two years Osric has
lived a simple life, though he is feared and shunned for his mysterious past and blood-red eye.
When raiders from across the sea ransack his village, Osric finds himself taken prisoner by
their chief, Sigurd the Lucky. Immersed in the Norsemen's world and driven by their lust for
adventure, Osric proves a natural warrior and forges a deep bond with Sigurd, who renames
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him Raven. But the Norsemen's world is a savage one, where loyalty is often repaid in blood,
and a young man must become a killer to survive... Raven: Blood Eye is the first title in the
Raven trilogy. The story continues in Raven: Sons of Thunder.
THE PAST HELD THE KEY TO THEIR PASSION. . . AND THEIR FUTURE. Cammie Miller's
career hangs on convincing Oscar-winning actor Tyler Stovall to play the lead in the movie that
would make her a star. But she would rather die unknown than succumb to begging Tyler.
Although ten years have passed, she still remembers the reckless night they once shared-and
the hurt when he mysteriously disappeared. What Cammie doesn't know is that Tyler is
running away from a dark Hollywood secret and that nothing can lure him back-unless Cammie
can prove to him that their love is worth a second chance. . ..
JANELLE TAYLOR, bestselling author of CHASE THE WIND, now brings us the thrilling story
of an Indian maiden who has been trained as a warrior-and the Cheyenne brave who is
everything she desires. . .and everything that is forbidden. By the age of twenty the maiden
called Kionee can ride, fight and hunt better than most men. Yet with her lovely face concealed
behind a mask, she feels a secrets loneliness-knowing she can never marry or know a lover's
gentle touch. Until an extraordinary vision brings her face to face with Stalking Wolf, the
sensual half-breed whose passion will set her free, yet whose love is forever denied her. Set
against the majesticWyoming wilderness, this is the haunting tale of a woman caught between
honor and desire. . .and of her gradual awakening to the bittersweet joys of love. Tender,
moving, and richly romantic, DESTINEY MINE is Janelle Taylor's most unforgettable novel yet.
As the only sister of Jarl Roald Blood Axe, Lady Runa is expected to do her duty and choose a
husband from among the five noblemen her brother has invited to a feast in her honor. An
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advantageous marriage means a new alliance for her family. Runa has other plans though,
including a lifelong dream to join the temple maidens where she can serve Odin and the other
gods. Captain Thorolf is the most respected man in Jarl Roald's personal guard. Tasked with
safeguarding the beautiful Lady Runa, he works hard to keep the obstinate girl out of trouble.
But every time he thinks she's ready to accept her fate, Runa finds another way to disobey her
brother, which forces Thorolf to cover up her mistakes. When an uninvited guest shows up at
the feast and insults Runa's family, she immediately takes matters into her own hands and
threatens the intruder with a knife. Thorolf responds quickly, but Runa has gone too far. She's
embarrassed the only son of a neighboring jarl. In retaliation for her bad behavior, Roald gives
her an ultimatum. Choose a husband now or he will marry her off to the most decrepit lord in
the farthest reaches of Norway he can find. Under advisement from Captain Thorolf, Runa
asks permission to visit the home of one of her suitors so she can get to know him better
before she decides if he's a worthy candidate for marriage. However, Runa has no intention of
marrying anyone. In fact, she's secretly infatuated with Thorolf. But nothing can ever come of it.
Jarl Roald reluctantly agrees to let her go, but sends Thorolf along as his eyes and ears. On
the road to the north country, Runa's party is attacked, leaving many dead and Captain Thorolf
missing. Runa escapes the violence and seeks assistance from the high priest at the temple.
Reunited with Captain Thorolf, Runa realizes she can longer hide her feelings for him. What
they find is mutual admiration and an attraction that could cost them both dearly. Will Thorolf
risk everything he's worked so hard to accomplish for the love of a forbidden woman? Will
Runa once again defy her brother and take a chance on true love?
Describes the cultures of the Vikings, the Japanese Byzantium, and the mound builders of the
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Americas during the medieval period
Passion's Fury (Viking's Fury Book 3)Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Welcome to the 3 Books To Know series, our idea is to help readers learn about fascinating
topics through three essential and relevant books. These carefully selected works can be
fiction, non-fiction, historical documents or even biographies. We will always select for you
three great works to instigate your mind, this time the topic is: Western. Riders of the Purple
Sage - Zane Grey The Log of a Cowboy - by Andy Adams The Virginian - Owen Wister
Published in 1912, Riders of Purple Sage is the most popular western novel of all time. It is a
story of a female rancher who incurs the wrath of the local clergy when she refuses to marry
the deacon. To get revenge, the town preacher begin harassing the woman until a gunslinger
rides into town and decides to help her out. The Log of a Cowboy is about a young cowboy
helping to drive three thousand circle-dot longhorns along the Great Western Cattle Trail from
Brownsville to Montana in 1882. Andy Adams wrote it as a response to the unrealistic cowboy
stories that were being written at that time. The Virginian is the story of a hero, who epitomizes
integrity, responsibility, loyalty, justice, chivalry, and magnanimity. It is regarded as the first
cowboy novel and it stands as one of the top 50 best-selling works of fiction. Hollywood
experts considered the book to be the basis for the modern fictional cowboy. This is one of
many books in the series 3 Books To Know. If you liked this book, look for the other titles in the
series, we are sure you will like some of the topics.
Kidnapped from Ireland on her wedding day, Deidre finds herself unexpectedly falling in love
with her Viking captor, Wolfram the Bold

Co-Published by Routledge/Taylor & Francis Group and the Association of
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Teacher Educators. The Handbook of Research on Teacher Education was
initiated to ferment change in education based on solid evidence. The publication
of the First Edition was a signal event in 1990. While the preparation of educators
was then – and continues to be – the topic of substantial discussion, there did not
exist a codification of the best that was known at the time about teacher
education. Reflecting the needs of educators today, the Third Edition takes a new
approach to achieving the same purpose. Beyond simply conceptualizing the
broad landscape of teacher education and providing comprehensive reviews of
the latest research for major domains of practice, this edition: stimulates a broad
conversation about foundational issues brings multiple perspectives to bear
provides new specificity to topics that have been undifferentiated in the past
includes diverse voices in the conversation. The Editors, with an Advisory Board,
identified nine foundational issues and translated them into a set of focal
questions: What’s the Point?: The Purposes of Teacher Education What Should
Teachers Know? Teacher Capacities: Knowledge, Beliefs, Skills, and
Commitments Where Should Teachers Be Taught? Settings and Roles in
Teacher Education Who Teaches? Who Should Teach? Teacher Recruitment,
Selection, and Retention Does Difference Make a Difference? Diversity and
Teacher Education How Do People Learn to Teach? Who’s in Charge? Authority
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in Teacher Education How Do We Know What We Know? Research and Teacher
Education What Good is Teacher Education? The Place of Teacher Education in
Teachers’ Education. The Association of Teacher Educators (ATE) is an
individual membership organization devoted solely to the improvement of teacher
education both for school-based and post secondary teacher educators. For
more information on our organization and publications, please visit: www.ate1.org
We lusted for an even greater prize ... the one prize that can never be lost or
stolen or burnt. And we would find it in Miklagard ... Raven and the Wolfpack
have suffered. Good men have died, treasure has been lost. But to Norsemen
such as these there is something more valuable than silver: fame - for fame is the
saga-story that a warrior leaves behind when he dies. Now the Fellowship sails in
search of Constantinople, which they call Miklagard, for it is there that they hope
to find both riches and glory. It is a voyage that will lead them into unknown and
dangerous waters - from the barren, wind-whipped marshes of the Carmargue to
the crumbling walls and blood-drenched arenas of a decaying Rome, from brutal
hand-to-hand conflict, to vile treachery and betrayal. And as Miklagard echoes to
the sound of sword and axe and spear, Raven and his fellow adventurers will pay
a high price for the fame they seek ...
Her wild spirit made him crave her . . . Her firebrand—hair blazed as glorious as a
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sunrise. Her long limbs promised the sweet mysteries of the night. Rhiannon,
King Alfred’s favorite niece, was enraged when her uncle sealed an alliance of
war by pledging her to Eric, the towering golden-haired prince whose blue eyes
penetrated her with a glacial stare. But the more she fought the marriage . . . the
man . . . the more she became inflamed by the fire that lay beneath his Viking
ice. His passion pierced her heart . . . His broad shoulders as hard as the steel of
his sword, Eric bowed to no man. The only battle he feared losing was with
Rhiannon. For she had reached into the savage recesses of his heart. No
campaign on the field, no treason from within, would he fight as fiercely—or with
such desire . . . as the war he waged to possess what was his.
Norway 785 AD. It began with the betrayal of a lord by a king...But when King
Gorm puts Jarl Harald's family to the sword, he makes one terrible mistake - he
fails to kill Harald's youngest son, Sigurd. On the run, unsure who to trust and
hunted by powerful men, Sigurd wonders if the gods have forsaken him: his kin
are slain or prisoners, his village attacked, its people taken as slaves. Honour is
lost. And yet he has a small band of loyal men at his side and with them he plans
his revenge. All know that Odin - whose name means frenzy - is drawn to chaos
and bloodshed, just as a raven is to slaughter. In the hope of catching the AllFather's eye, the young Viking endures a ritual ordeal and is shown a vision.
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Wolf, bear, serpent and eagle come to him. Sigurd will need their help if he is to
make a king pay in blood for his treachery. Using cunning and war-craft, he
gathers together a band of warriors - including Olaf, his father's right hand man,
Bram who men call Bear, Black Floki who wields death with a blade, and the
shield maiden Valgerd, who fears no man - and convinces them to follow him.
For, whether Odin is with him or not, Sigurd will have his vengeance. And neither
men nor gods had best stand in his way...
Norway, AD 785. A wild place, a place of blood, a place where the gods must be
favoured . . . Sigurd Haraldarson and his oathsworn band are winning fame and
reputation. But to confront his hated enemy - the oath-breaker and betrayer King
Gorm - they must win riches too. When a daring raid goes wrong, Sigurd finds
himself a prisoner of the powerful Jarl Guthrum. Bound like a slave, he is taken to
the sacred temple at Ubsola to face the sacrificial knife. But here Sigurd
discovers a potent relic- Gungnir, a great spear that would give him the power to
assemble a host strong enough to challenge King Gorm, and avenge the betrayal
of his father and the murder of his family. The roar of Odin and the wild hunt will
be as nothing compared to Sigurd?s rage, for he and his warriors will be borne
on the wings of the storm . . .With Wings of the Storm, one of our finest young
historical novelists brings his extraordinary Viking saga - an adventure to that is
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sure to satisfy any 'Game of Thrones' fan - to a triumphant close.
In 885 AD, the Vikings laid siege to Paris, to which a young monk named Abbo,
of the abbey of Saint-Germain-des-Pres, stood as witness. Later, he came to
make a record of what he saw, heard and believed in a verse chronicle, the Bella
parisiacae urbis. His often stirring account speaks of the relentless and ingenious
attacks of the Norsemen, the selfless heroism of the defending Frankish warriors,
and the misery and terror of the besieged Parisians. But his canvas is far larger
than this single occurrence, for he hints at greater things yet to come, such as the
final disintegration of Carolingian rule, the eventual establishment of the Capetian
line of monarchs, and the creation of a French Danelaw, namely, Normandy.
Ultimately, however, Abbo is not concerned with an impartial narration of events,
but rather with salvation through history - of the individual and of the nation of the
Franks. The macaronic style of his chronicle very much appealed to the
sensibilities of the time, thus ensuring that Abbo's work would endure.
Allete Auvray isn’t just heir to the English throne. Since marrying her beloved
Viking fiancé, Jarl Torben, she’s also the new queen of his clan, fulfilling a
prophecy made by the clan’s former Oracle who bespoke of a foreign bride who
would lead their people and unite the Northerners. But life isn’t about courtesans
and ballroom finery. It’s about leading a ferocious clan of Vikings into battle, and
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Allete can’t do that unless she completely becomes one of them—a shieldmaiden
of Clan Hakon. With war against her former fiancé, King Cathal, on the horizon,
Allete will sacrifice everything to ensure she’s up to the task of leading her clan
to victory. But will she be able to do enough to earn the respect of her sisters-inarms? Allete’s sister, Dayna, is in the hands of a witch, her well-being unknown.
Cathal has his armies at the ready, and Allete and Torben know they don't stand
a chance on their own. To make matters worse, Brant, Torben's right-hand man
and the Viking who has laid claim to Dayna's heart, is holding onto his sanity by a
thread—fighting the urge to go after Dayna with or without an army behind him.
With everything to lose, Allete and Torben must hold onto each other as they
fight to save her sister and bring Cathal down once and for all. The Viking's
Consort is the exciting finale to The Clan Hakon Series by USA Today Bestseller
Quinn Loftis. Two worlds collide in this epic historical fiction centered on an
undeniable chemistry that smolders against the odds. Richly written and injected
with moments of humor, this action-packed romantic tale will leave readers
breathless.
In the tradition of Bernard Cornwell, Giles Kristian continues his thrilling story of the
Rivers family, whose lives are turned upside down by that most brutal and tragic of
wars -- the English Civil War. Rebel Tom Rivers has been rejected by both his family
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and his commanding officer. But spymaster Captain Crafte sees in the young hothead a
fearlessness that could be used to strike at the very heart of the Royalist cause.
Renegade Raw with grief at the death of his father, Edmund Rivers has rejected the
peace talks between Parliament and the King. Now he leads a band of ruthless
marauders against the rebels. However, Prince Rupert, recognising a kindred spirit, has
other, no less daring plans. Huntress Heart broken by the deaths that surround her,
Bess Rivers bravely leaves her infant son and Sheer House to go in search of the one
person who might help her douse the flames of her brothers' fury. "Brothers' Fury "is a
powerful and thrilling novel of family turmoil and civil war."
Norway, AD 785 - a vow of vengeance must be kept . . . Sigurd Haraldarson has
proved himself a great warrior . . . and a dangerous enemy. He has gone a long way
towards avenging the murder of his family. And yet the oath-breaker King Gorm, who
betrayed Sigurd's father, still lives. And so long as he draws breath, the scales remain
unbalanced. The sacred vow to avenge his family burns in Sigurd's veins, but he must
be patient and bide his time. He knows that he and his band of warriors are not yet
strong enough to confront the treacherous king. They need silver, they need more
spear-brothers to rally to the young Viking's banner - but more than these, they need to
win fame upon the battlefield. And so the fellowship venture west, to Sweden, to fight
as mercenaries. And it is there - in the face of betrayal and bloodshed, on a journey that
will take him all too close to the halls of Valhalla - that Sigurd's destiny will be forged.
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There, in the inferno of winter's fire . . . The Vikings return in this thrilling, thunderous
sequel to Giles Kristian's bestselling God of Vengeance.
A rich collection of essays and reviews, ranging from Adrienne Rich to Charles Wright
A woman's passion; a Viking's fury: Together their love conquered all...... She was a
beautiful young Irish woman, he was a bold Viking--mortal enemies drawn together by
an emotion much stronger than hatred. Despite the differences of their worlds their love
will overcome incredible odds.Sold into slavery by his own brother and taken to the
Province of Munster, Wolfram spent his days in despair until Deidre's kindness touched
his heart. Not only did she bring him food and soothing words, she gave him hope for
his future, setting him free from his bondage despite the threat of her own punishment.
Little did he know that he would unknowingly repay her compassion by sweeping down
upon her homeland and family in a Viking raid.Torn from the arms of her husband on
her wedding day, Deidre's innocence was shattered. Despite her protests, she was
claimed by the Viking leader, Wolfram and taken from Ireland to the icy Norse lands.
Though sworn to another, Deidre could not long deny the allure of the brave Viking
leader's strength nor the savage power his desire. But their new-found love sparked the
flames of treachery and evil. Vicious family feuds soon demand vengeance in blood
and threaten not only their love but their lives as well.
Raven and his Wolfpack of Norsemen have been double crossed. The traitor Ealdred
seeks to sell a holy book to the Emperor Charlemagne which will ensure riches beyond
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his wildest dreams.
A sensitive Viking warrior is given all of his hated brother's rewards from the looting of a
Saxon village and vows to refuse all of it until he discovers that the booty included the
lovely Lenora. Original.
From New York Times bestselling author Janelle Taylor, comes her most compelling
Native American saga. Taking you to an unforgettable time and place, the Great Plains
of 1854, this magnificent novel of a proud warrior who must reclaim his heritage and the
woman he is destined for, will move you with its breathtaking beauty and spellbinding
passion. . . LAKOTA DAWN Cloud Chaser was merely a boy of ten when a cruel twist
of fate took him away from his family and changed his life forever. Now, after twelve
years, he has returned home. Struggling to gain the trust and acceptanceof his tribe,
Cloud Chaser is ready to face any obstacle to fulfill his dream of riding with the Lakota.
But he never expects to lose his heart to the beautiful Indian maiden Dawn, who shared
his wish of bringing peace to the Black Hills. Now as an even greater challenge awaits
him, he and Dawn together strive to secure the future of their people-and their love. . .
"A STORY THAT WILL THRILL." -Romantic Times
Beautiful and defiant, Kristen Haardrad meets the hot, longing gaze of Royce, Thane of
Wyndhurst, with icy fury - vowing never to be enslaved by the powerful Saxon lord who
holds her captive. She is his enemy and his prize - a wild and lusty hellion to be tamed
by her dashing conqueror's kiss. But though maddened with desire for the goldenPage 15/19
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haired Viking temptress, noble Royce, in conscience, cannot force his exquisite
prisoner to submit. For only Kristen's willing surrender can quench the blistering fires
that sear his tormented soul - and heal a heart consumed by passion with a soothing
balm of rapturous, unconditional love.
'So beautiful, so haunting . . . bitingly real . . . Giles has given us a vital, glorious story:
rich, rewarding, and utterly revealing of our times' Manda Scott Following his acclaimed
Sunday Times bestseller, Lancelot, Giles Kristian's new novel returns us to the realms
of Arthurian legend . . . The Saxons have returned and their war bands stalk the land.
The lords of Britain look only to their own survival, unable or unwilling to unite as they
once did under Arthur. And in a monastery hidden in the marshlands of Avalon, a
novice monk prepares to take his vows. However, two strangers - the wild-spirited,
Saxon-killing Iselle and the ageing warrior Gawain - will pluck him from his sheltered
existence and his world will be turned upside down. Together they will go in search of
the last druid, to find the cauldron of a god, and to raise an army to hold the darkness at
bay. And as they journey, so the novice will cast aside his training and embrace his
legacy. For he is a warrior born. His name is Galahad. And he is the son of Lancelot . . .
Acclaim for Lancelot: 'A masterpiece.' Conn Iggulden 'Stands head and shoulders
above the rest.' Manda Scott 'Glorious. Tragic. Lyrical. Totally gripping.' Ben Kane 'A
gorgeous, rich retelling.' The Times 'An extraordinary writer . . . an exceptional book.' Dr
Janina Ramirez
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From New York Times bestselling author Janelle Taylor comes Lakota Winds, the first
book in a magnificent Native American saga of a tribe, a family, and the struggle for
survival that joins two hearts-and threatens to consume a nation. When his wife and
young son are slaughtered by Crow warriors, Wind Dancer is let embittered and lonely.
Intent only on duty to his people, he never imagines that it will force him to take another
woman into his life. Chumani too has lost much to tribal wars. Seeking revenge for the
murder of her husband and child, the beautiful warrior rides fiercely against her
enemies, and vows never again to marry. But when a medicine man sees her union
with Wind Dancer in a sacred vision, she knows their alliance will make both their tribes
strong. Now, beneath the wide sky of a land at war with itself, Wind Dancer and
Chimani must learn to trust again-and to succumb to a love that can heal-if they ever
hope to save their people.
The prophesy must be fulfilled. His orders are clear: launch a raid against England and
bring home the spoils of war. But the prophecy is also clear: General Torben will take a
foreign bride—one who is a seer and healer just like his mother. The eldest princess of
England is said to be just that…a beautiful, charming, and headstrong woman. But he's
a Viking army general and she's an English princess—and one who is already promised
to the king of Tara. Two worlds collide in this epic historical fiction centered on an
undeniable chemistry that smolders against the odds. Richly written and injected with
moments of humor, this action-packed romantic tale will leave you breathless. Quinn
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Loftis is the author of twenty novels, including the USA Today Bestseller Fate and Fury.
Books in the Clan Hakon Series: The Viking's Chosen (February 2018) The Viking's
Captive (Winter 2018) The Viking's Consort (Fall 2019)
998 A.D. Desperate to flee Greenland, beautiful Yngveld Sveinsdatter buys a Viking
ship and its captive crew, unaware she is sailing into dark and dangerous waters...
Thomas Lachlan, half-Viking, half-Irish, arrives in Greenland with a crew of battlehardened men on a mission to locate one Yngveld Sveinsdatter and bring her to Ireland
to marry his military commander. But a treacherous betrayal finds Thomas, his men,
and his ship sold to the very woman he seeks. Now the mission turns deadly: Thomas
must retake his ship, or he and his men will die. And as a forbidden passion grows
between Thomas and Yngveld, they must choose: will their passion lead them to a
triumphant love … or to a soul-destroying dishonor and death?
List of members in v. 3, 5.
Sweeping through fifteen centuries of life in the heart of southern England, this epic
novel records the lives of the ordinary folk of Britain from the end of the Roman
occupation through to the late 16th century. The author has brought to life a colorful
range of characters, from serfs to kings, from slave girls to bishops and from honest
working families to murderers, to illustrate what it must have been like to live through
some of the most challenging periods of English history, including the attacks of the
hated Viking marauders, the French defeat of the English at Hastings, the arrival of the
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despised Norman invaders and the dissolution of the monasteries. The hardship and
terrible cruelty our ancestors had to endure are vividly described.
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